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In Lagartus Politicus, players assume the role of chiefs of politucal parties, who each round will have to buy 
different media to attract to their party different lagartus (lizard, is a type of corrupt politician) with left, right 

and center ideologies.

The goal of the game is to win electoral support through different unions, who will associate with the more 
convinient lizards depending on their ideology. Besides financing the parties, unions will require that the players 

support bills, which, once approved, will allow the player to get votes from the unions

The player to manage more skillfully the ideology of its party and its lizards, as well as the opportunistic associa-
tion with the most lucrative unions and a convinient social dominance through the Tamal (a meal in Colombia 

associated to the purchase of votes), will be thee undeniable Lagartus Magnus.

Components

Main Board Presidential
Board

Tamal Boards

Auction

Player

4 Party Boards

2 tokens action
blockers

12 party president tokens
4 red 4 blue and 4 grey.

12 Bill Tokens

36 Union Cards
12 red, 12 grey and 12 blue

equally distributed amonf 3 levels.

2

1 Round Marker
1 Phase Marker

/

72 politician tokens
12 triangle red, 12 stared red,

12 squared grey, 12 circled gray,
12 cross blue and 12 stared blue.

10 Tamal Tokens
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Place the Main Board in the center of the table.
Place the Presidential Board and the Tamal Boards (both) besides the Main 
Board.
Each player takes 1 Party Board and places it in front of him, with the president 
(lizard with the colored face) facing up on the top. For the remaining of the 
game, each player will be identified by the color of the head of its president.
Mix the 72 Politician Tokens and place them face-down besides the Main Board. 
Fill the Main Board with 10 random face-up Politician Tokens.
Each player takes 2 Politician Tokens randomly from the supply and places them 
over 2 of their lagartus in the Party Board. 
Each player takes 3 party president tokens, one from each color, and places 
one over the party president in the Party Board. The player can choose to place 
one that matches one of the colors of the ties in his politician tokens already in 
his Party Board (from the previous step).
Place 1 coin over each lagartus with a Politician Token. The coin should be 
placed over the head of the lagartus.
Each player takes 3 Bill Tokens and places them besides their Party Boards.
Divide the Union Cards by their level (3, 4 and 5) and mix each deck. Then, 
place the three decks face-down where every one can reach them. From each 
deck reveal the top card.
Place the Round Marker in the “1” on the Rounds Track.
Place the Phase Marker en the “A” space of the Phase Track.
Place the remaining coins and the Tamal Tokens in supply piles near the Main 
Board.

Preparación

13. Action Blockers

According to the number of 
players (2 - 3), place 1-2 action 
blockers on the Media spaces: 

“Radio” and “Internet” for 2 
players; only “Internet” for 3 

players. For 4 players don’t place 
any action blockers.

Players will decide which player 
ressembles more a “Lagartus 
Politicus” to choose the initial 

player.

Initial Set-up for a 3-player game
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The game will last for 10 rounds, each one with 5 phases. In each round, each player changes their ideological tendency 
depending on the ideologic mayority of his lagartus. The players will be financed by their currently associated Unions and, then, 
the media will be auctioned so the players can attract and hire new politicians from different ideologies. After that, if a Party 
has the correct combination of politicians, he can associate with one of the visible Unions in play, and place it in his Party 
Board, as well as a Bill Token matching the level of the Union. Finally, the players will decide if they want to lobby the president 
sending his politicians for support and if they want to pass one of the Union bills. 

After 10 rounds the game ends. Players that still have Bill token on their Party Boards will lose Unions from the same level. Then, 
player with mayority support to the president will win further votes, that will be added to their current number won by Union 
support, plus their Tamal count. The player with more votes at the end of the game will be the Lagartus Magnus.

Game Summary

Each round is played in 5 phases in the following order: A - Ideology and Funding, B - Media Auction, C - Hiring 
and Association, D – Tamal, E – President and Bills. Each time the game reaches the “E” phase, a game round 
ends and moves to the next. In this moment, the Phase Marker returns to “A” and the Round Marker moves one 

square. If the Round Marker reaches “10”, the game ends after completing the “E” phase.

Game Round

PHASE A Ideology and Funding

- Party Ideology: the ideologic tendency of the player’s Party is represented 
by the color in the party president token over the president (lagartus with the 
colored head): red is for left, grey if for center, and blue is for right. 

The president isn’t count as a lagartus, so it won’t help to get union cards, get 
money or influence in the ideology mayority of the Party. It only counts as an 
indicator of the current party ideology in the current round.

At the begining of the “A” Phase, each player must change his party’s ideol-
ogy to the color of the mayority of his politicians in his Party Board. Without 
counting the president, each player checks how many ties of each color his 
party has: if there is a clear mayority of one color, he must change the party 
president token to the matching color; if there’s a tie, the player may choose 
among the tied colors.

- Party Funding: After defining the ideology, each player takes 1 coin, which 
he must then place in the head of any of his lagartus which currently has an 
ideology token (has a tie). If that lizard already has a coin, the player can pile 
them up. 

After that, if a player has an associated union, the union will pay 1 coin to 
each lagartus with a tie of the same color as the active union (the top most 
visible union in his Player Board). Unions that are not visible won’t give 
additional resources, so only the last associated one will be count towards this 
funding bonus.

The player changes his ideology to the “right” 
(blue), because he has blue mayority within 

his Party Board (2 blue lagartus).

The red union pays 1 coin to the red lizard, which
is placed over its head. The additional coin can

be place over any lizard, even the same red one.
This player chooses a blue one.

Final Scoring
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There are four Media spaces: Television, Press, Radio and Internet. By bidding on 
them, each player may hire new politicians by grabbing politician tokens from the 
main board, depending on the current Party ideology of the player. Each media 
will allow the players to activate some abilities as well.

Begining with the intial player (the one decided at the begining of the game, or 
the one with the Player Tamal Board), and continuing the round counter-clockwise, 
each player decides if he wants to bid or not in an available media. The 
auction lasts only one round and each player can make a maximum of one bid, 
so bids cannot be raised. The auction rules are the following:

- Players can take only 1 coins per lizard, so the maximum bid is 5 coins.

- Players place their bids on a media space in the slot marked by the color 
of their president’s head (player color).

- If a media already has a bid, the active player can overbid him, by paying 
more than the previous bid. A player cannot pay less than the current bid. 

- In case a player is overbided on a media space by another player, the one 
with the lowest bid needs to immediately move his bid to another media 
that has a lower bid or is empty. Because of this, a second player can be 
overbided and would have to move his bid also, using the same rules. A bid 
moved because overbiding cannot be sent to the Tamal Board.

- A player can decide to not bid and pass, but in this case he will not be able 
to hire a new politician en phase “C”.

- A player may not use the money in the Player Tamal Board if he has any. 
Only coins on the lizards can be spent.

At the end of the phase, any Media should only have one bid.

The yellow player decide to bid 2
coins on the press. He takes 2 coins from

2 different lizards and places them
in the square marked by his color.

PHASE B Media Auction

2

The green player decides to bid 3
coins to the press as will. He takes
3 coins from 3 different lizards and

 places them in his color. This moves
the orange player bid to a different

action. Orange has to decide where to
move them, but it has to be an action

were the bids are not higher than 1
coin.

2

Auction to get the Tamal

The Tamal is not a Media and will not allow a player to hire politicians, 
but it does offer other benefits and players can bid to win it during this 
phase. The Auction to get the Tamal works similar as with the Media, but 
with some different rules:

- After placing a bid on a Media, the player can decide to also place 
a bid on the Tamal Auction Board. The player can, again, only take 1 
coin per lizard and will place them in the slot of his player color.

- If a player overbids another, the coins of the players with the lower bids 
are not moved and will be lost.

- The bids on the Tamal Board are not spent until the Tamal Phase: Phase 
“D”.

+1 +1
Jugador Inicial

The purple player was the last one to play
and decided to bid 3 coins, from 3 different

lizards, on the Tamal Auction Board. He wins the 
Player Tamal Board and blue and 

green lose their bids.

Players cannot, at any time, raise 
their bids. After deciding an amount 
to bid on a Media space or on the 

Tamal Board, it will remain the same 
until the end of the phase.
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PHASE C Hiring and Association

- Hiring politicians: the players that bought on of the media can hire a politician 
from the Main Board. Each media has an ability, which the players can decide 
to apply not. However, if a player bough a media, he is in the obligation of 
hiring a politician token from the bottom row, take it to its Party Board and 
place it in the body of one of his lagartus (except the president).

Each media is solved from left to right. So, first, the player who bought the Televi-
sion (if any), removes the money he bid to the supply and resolves his action. 
Then goes the press, then the radio and, at last, the Internet. 

To resolve the action:

- The player may activate the media ability, before taking a token (see The 
Media below).
- The player can take one politician from a square that matches the color 
of his president. That is, the color of the arrow beneath the square must 
match the body of the president in his Party Board.
- The player places the politician in one of his lizards’ bodies, except the 
president.
- The new politician token can replace an existing one, if it is not of the same 
kind (color and symbol). If there are no availble places, one politician must 
be replaced by the new one. The lost politician goes with all if its money, 
so discard any coins over that lizard’s head.
 

When taking a politician or activating a Media ability, there will be vacant spots 
on the politician rooster of the main board. The player in turn will have to immedi-
atly fill them up from bottom to top, moving politician tokens following the 
arrow paths. The las space should be filled with a token from the supply. In the 
case that the supply is empty, o discarded politician tokens should be shuffled 
back to create a new supply.

Lagartus supremus: instead of hiring 1 politician, the current player can 
pay 5 coins (one from each of his lizards) to hire 1 to 3 politicians 
adjacently connected anywhere on the politician rooster. The player 
places the politicians in his board following the same rules.

- Associate Unions: If a player has a match between the symbols in one of the 
union cards and the ties in his Party Board, the player will be able to take that 
union card and place it in the center of his board. If the player already had some 
union cards, he will stack the new one on top of the old ones.  

Players can only take 1 union card per round. Only players that have hired a 
new politician can associate unions and the new politician must be part of 
the match.This means that, if the player already had a match before hiring a 
politician that match will not be effective unless the new politician hired contrib-
utes one of the matching symbols.

Once a union has been obtained, reveal the next from the pile of the same 
level, which will be immediatly available for the next players.

The ideology of the President does not 
prevents a player from hiring a 
politician of another ideology.

It only indicates from which spaces of 
the first row a player can choose the 

politicians from.

Example: the party’s ideology can be 
blue, but the player hires a red 

politician that was in one of the 2 
spaces marked by the blue arrows.

Green currently has a left ideology (red). 
He doesn’t apply the Media ability and

takes the gray politician from the bottom 
row, from his allowed spaces (red arrows)
Now he must fill the empty spaces on the
Main Board, lowering the top politician
tokens following the gray arrows and 
refilling the topmost space with one

politician token from the supply.

Green now controls the gray politician with the 
square icon in his tie and completes the
configuration to take the “Transportation”

union. He places the union card in the center
of his Party Board, covering the previous union

card. He then places a Bill token on
his board pointing to the level of the union

he just took (3 in this case).
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Once the player has added the Union to his Party, he must also place a Bill 
Token in the Party Board with the tip of the token pointing towards the level of the 
Union added. Each Party Board has 3 spaces for Bill Tokens and each Bill must be 
placed in its own space. If a player has filled-up the three spaces, he won’t be 
able to associate more Unions until he clears one of the spaces, even if he met 
the requirements to take one. Theses spaces can only be freed by passing the 
bills on phase “E”.

Ideologic bribery: to achieve a match, a player may pay some of its 
politicians to act as if they were of different ideologies. There are 2 types 
of briberies:

- if a player has 2 coins on the same lizard, he can pay them up so this 
lizard will “virtually act” for this round as if its tie had the same color, but 
the other symbol. This means a lizard with a red-triangle tie will act as if it 
had a red-stared tie to make a match.

- If a player has 3 coins in the same lizards, he can pay them up so this 
lizard will “virtually act” as if its tie had a different color and symbol, so a 
red-triangle tie lizard can act as a blue cross lizard to make a match.

These are virtual changes, which means that the politician token isn’t 
actually changed by another one. The player just needs to declare the 
payment, the change in ideology and show the match with the union to 
take it.

The green player doesn’t have a match to
take the transportation union. So, he

decides to pay 3 coins from his red and 
stared lizard to change it to a squared gray

lizard. He also pays 2 coins from the 
blue-stared lizard, to change its symbol
to a cross. He now has a virtual match

which is good enough to take the union
and its bill.

The politician tokens are not exchanged,
after paying the change is understood

as a temporary virtual change.

The Media

Television: without ability. Its advantage is the fact 
that the player with the television will take first. 
Remember that a player can only take politicians 
from the bottom row in the arrow marked by his 
Party’s ideology.

Press: the player, before taking a token, can 
exhange the places of to adjoining tokens from 
the bottom row. The press is resolved after the 
Television. 

1

2



Radio: the player can move down one of the 3 
politicians from the second row, to an adjacent 
space before choosing a politician. The politician 
on the bottom row that occupied that space 
must be discarded to a discard pile. This action is 
resolved after the Television and the Radio. It must 
be blocked in a 2-player game.

Internet: the player can  move down one of the 2 
politicians from the 3rd row to the bottom row in a 
straight line, before choosing a politician. Both 
displaced politicians must be discarded to a 
discard pile. This is the last action to be resolved. 
It must be blocked in a 2 or 3 player game.

Example: filling up the politician rooster

3

4

1 2 3

4 5 6
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PHASE D Tamal

If a player won the Tamal Auction in Phase “B”, he cleans all the money on the 
Tamal Auction Board and sends it to the supply. At this point three things can 
happen:

- If no one had bought the Tamal before, the auction winner takes the Player 
Tamal Board from the center of the table and attaches it to his Party Board. 
Then, he immediately places 1 coin and 1 tamal token over this Tamal 
Board. 

- If another player had the Tamal Player Board, the owner must first take all 
the coins and Tamal Tokens from it and then pass it to the other player. The 
coins must be distributed among his politicians (lizards with politican 
tokens) and the tamal tokens must be placed in his Party Board in the space 
marked for them. The auction winner must, then attach the board and  
place 1 coin and 1 tamal token over it.

- If no player made a bid for the Tamal Board, then the current owner of the 
Tamal Player Board, if any, immediately places 1 coin and 1 tamal token 
over this Tamal Board, building up to what he alredy had.

    From this moment onwards, the owner of the Tamal Player Board will become 
the initial player when bidding.
 

At the end of the game, all Tamal tokens award 1 point, regardless of if they are 
in the Party Board or the Tamal Player Board. 

Money on the  Tamal Player Board 
cannot be spent. It can only be 

distributed among the player’s active 
lizards once another player takes the 
Tamal Board from him by winning a 
Tamal Auction. After the money is 

distribuited among his politicians, the 
player can spend it as usual.

It is the third round and the green player 
has been always been the owner of the 
Tamal Board. He now takes a third tamal 

token and a third coin to the Tamal 
Board. However, the coins accumulated 

there cannot be spent until another 
player wins a Tamal Auction, which 

allows him to distribute the coins among 
his politicians.

PHASE E President and Bills

This phase is dived in two actions: lobbying the President to try and have more 
influence over him and score votes at the end of the game, and pass bills to be 
able to ensure the collected unions.

- Lobbying the President: Begining with the initial player and taking turns 
counter-clockwise, each player can send any quantity of politicians from his 
Party Board with a tie color that matches his current Party Ideology (party 
president token) to the President Board. 

The politician tokens sent by a player to the President Board must be stacked 
besides his player color (president lizard head) and are never moved again, so 
they get accumulated. 

All politicians sent also lose all their money, so it must be discarded to the supply.

Players can count at any time how many politicians each player has sent to 
lobby the President. 

The orange player, taking advantage of
his left political ideology (red), sends 2 politicians 
with red ties to lobby the President. One of them 

had money so it has to be discarded to the 
supply.

1

2

3
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- Passing Bills: After lobbying the President, a player may pay the required price to 
pass a Bill, so he can discard that Bill Token from his Party Board. The price require-
ment depends on the level of the Bill. The coins can be paid, if needed, taking 
maximum 1 coin per lizards, as usual. The politicians are payed from the Party 
Board, discarding any money over their lizard head if any. You can pay the coins 
first. 

    - Bill level 3: pay 3 coins. 

    - Bill level 4: pay 2 coins and one politician.

    - Bill level 5: pay 2 politicians.

Passing Bills is important because Unions will only give their votes to a player if 
he passes their bills. Any unpassed Bill at the end of the game will make the 
player loses Unions. It also liberates space so new unions can be acquired.

The orange player discards 2 coins from 
2 lizards and then discards a Politician 

Token, so he can eliminate (pass) a Level 
4 Bill Token. This ensures he can score a 
level 4 union at the end of the game 

and opens up space for more unions in 
the next rounds.

End of Game

The game ends at the end of phase “E” of round 10. Once the last player has played, every player must change their Party 
Ideology once more, depending on the mayority of their politicians, as always.  

Discard Unions with Unpassed Bills
If at this point a player still have Bill Tokens on his Board, he must discard Associated Unions of the same level as the tokens 
remaining (one Union per Token). This Union must be selected randomly. After discarding the Union, discard the token and 
proceed again until there are no more Bill Tokens in the Party Board. 

Final Scoring

Players will sum up all their votes: votes for associated unions (a 3rd level union (3V) gives 3 votes), votes for Presidential Lobby, 
votes for “Tamal Tokens” acquired (1 vote per token) and the bonus of Party Ideology.  The player with most points will win the 
game. In case of a tie, the player with more politicians in his Party Board wins. If there’s still a tie, the player with more coins win. 
The winner will be declared de Lagartus Magnus!

Points of Presidential Lobby: the President will offer, at 
the end of the game, more votes for the Political Party 
that made more lobby on the game. The player with 
the mayority of politicians in the President’s Board will 
get 10 votes, the second gets 6 and the 3rd gets 3. In 
case of a tie, players sum the points of the tied 
positions and divides them by the number of tied 
players, rounded down. If 3 players are tied for first 
position, the get 6 each (9+6+3 divided by 3) and the 
fourth player doesn’t score.

Bonus for Party Ideology: Each player gets 1 
additional vote per each Associated Union that 
matches the color of its Party Ideology (party 
president token). 

Example: if a player ends with a left ideology (red) 
and has 3 red Unions, he will get 3 additional votes at 
the end of the game.

3

4

5

3

4

5
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Author Notes
The idea of creating Lagartus Politicus came to be as a ludic criticism, through a board game, to those decisions and ideologiacal 
trends of political party movements, to their politicians and the convinient alliances they make with several economic sectors and 
companies. The game has a political theme based on the context of some latinamerican countries, where politicians with left 
ideologies  try to get votes through center ideology parties and the promote right ideology Bills, and viceversa. Many of these Bills 
favor industrial sectors that support with money and other means the political parties (in 2014, there are 14 different political parties 
with several ideoligies). On the other hand, passed Bills are many time the political cost to pay for those who want to keep climbing 
the “convinient” goverment pyramid, using election periods as a way to use many kinds of demagogic tricks to get votes, like giving 
“tamales” and food to people in exchange for their votes.

In Colombia, the “tamal” is a representative electoral resource that has proven effective to get votes. In other places, the “tamal” 
might be represented by other stuff, like food, money, clothing, among other things, taking advantage of those in need. That is why 
the “tamal” is an important element in the game mechanics: it has to be an element of decision making and an element of advan-
tage to the player who controls it. 

That is why “Lagartus Politicus” is he whom crawls towards power to get a taste of it, the obedient bourocrat that sells and modifies 
his ideologies depending on the purpose and the opportunistic politician serving the greed of a political and economical class of 
the country.

dlaverdep@gmail.com
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